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Abstract Change-based code review is used widely in industrial software de-
velopment. Thus, research on tools that help the reviewer to achieve better
review performance can have a high impact. We analyze one possibility to pro-
vide cognitive support for the reviewer: Determining the importance of change
parts for review, specifically determining which parts of the code change can be
left out from the review without harm. To determine the importance of change
parts, we extract data from software repositories and build prediction models
for review remarks based on this data. The approach is discussed in detail. To
gather the input data, we propose a novel algorithm to trace review remarks
to their triggers. We apply our approach in a medium-sized software company.
In this company, we can avoid the review of 25% of the change parts and of
23% of the changed Java source code lines, while missing only about 1% of the
review remarks. Still, we also observe severe limitations of the tried approach:
Much of the savings are due to simple syntactic rules, noise in the data ham-
pers the search for better prediction models, and some developers in the case
company oppose the taken approach. Besides the main results on the mining
and prediction of triggers for review remarks, we contribute experiences with a
novel, multi-objective and interactive rule mining approach. The anonymized
dataset from the company is made available, as are the implementations for
the devised algorithms.
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1 Introduction
Code Review (Fagan, 1976), especially in the form of “change-based code re-
view” (Rigby and Bird, 2013; Baum et al, 2016a), is a technique that is widely
used in contemporary software development (Baum et al, 2017a). Therefore,
finding ways to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of reviewers is of high
practical relevance. One of the main problems in change-based code reviews
is dealing with large changesets (Bacchelli and Bird, 2013). Code review tools
that provide cognitive support have been proposed as a means to reduce this
problem and improve reviewer performance (Baum and Schneider, 2016). One
starting point for cognitive support is the observation that the parts of the
changeset under review differ in importance. For example, consider a change
that corrected the indentation of code in comparison to adding an algorithm.
Intuitively, it is much more important to review the latter. Within this article,
we build an empirical foundation for this intuition. We use repository mining
to infer the importance of changes for reviews: Modern development processes
usually generate vast amounts of review-related data from source code man-
agement systems (SCMs), ticket systems, and review tools (Hamasaki et al,
2013; Bird et al, 2015; Thongtanunam et al, 2015).
Thus, the purpose of this study is to analyze ways to use repository mining
to identify the importance of change parts for code review and to improve code
review efficiency based on this information. We include a discussion on the
foundations of our approach, rooted in research on code reviews and (to some
degree) cognitive psychology. Furthermore, we discuss the technical issues of
extracting the relevant data from repositories and mining knowledge from this
data. We applied the resulting concepts in a case study at a medium-sized
software company and report results from this case study. Our ambition is to
go the whole way from the initial discussion to the use in practice. By using
an interactive and multi-objective approach for rule mining, we left the beaten
path followed by most of the current defect prediction research to explore an
alternative we regard as promising.
We focus on support for the reviewer. With our first research question, we
derive possibilities to help the reviewer, assuming that we know the importance
of the parts of the code change under review:
RQ1. How can information on change part importance help to reach code
review goals more efficiently? What is “importance” in this regard?
A model to determine change part importance can be built based on empir-
ical data that shows which change parts act as triggers for review remarks.
We motivate and propose an algorithm to mine this data from source code
repositories. By analyzing it in contrast to the SZZ approach (S´liwerski et al,
2005) that is usually used in defect prediction studies, we show that they lead
to different results:
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RQ2.1. How can potential triggers for review remarks be extracted from
software development repositories?
RQ2.2. How do the results of our extraction algorithm differ from those
of the SZZ algorithm?
Based on the gathered data, we build a prediction model. We choose a mining
approach based on preferences articulated by the developers at our industrial
partner. We evaluate the results of our approach and a standard rule min-
ing approach, both subjectively with the developers and objectively based on
performance metrics:
RQ3.1. Which requirements for the classification model are considered
most important by the developers in the case study company?
RQ3.2. What are the characteristics of good rulesets found in the data?
RQ3.3. How good are the found rulesets in the developers’ opinions?
RQ3.4. How well do the found rulesets perform on unseen data?
Next, we outline the methodology and describe the case study context,
before delving into the details of the study.
2 Overall Methodology
In the following, we describe our overall methodology. Our work is a case
study, as we look at review remark prediction in a single real-life context.
The final goal is to make reviews in the company more efficient. Our research
design is flexible, and we pragmatically mix methods: Parts of the study are
deductive (e.g., determining the goal of the mining in Section 4, and parts
of the feature selection in Section 7). Other parts, especially the data mining
and the evaluation of the found rules, are empirical. We combine qualitative
as well as quantitative data, e.g., when triangulating the quality of the found
rules from the results on the extracted data (Sections 8.3 and 8.5) and opinions
from the team (Section 8.4). The specific data sources will be described in the
sections where they are used.
Both case study research, as well as data mining, are highly iterative en-
deavors (Runeson et al, 2012; Mariscal et al, 2010). We also used an iterative
approach, starting with the initial stages of the study in fall 2017, until the
discussion of the study’s results with the development team in fall 2018. The
current report linearizes the results. It starts by describing the case study
setting in detail (Section 3). Then, our detailed data mining choices will be
discussed: The goal of the mining process (Section 4), extraction of potential
triggers for review remarks from repository data (Section 5), requirements and
our approach for building a prediction model from the mined data (Section 6)
and feature selection (Section 7). Finally, the results of applying our approach
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to the company data are shown in Section 8. We conclude by discussing prob-
lems, implications and future work (Section 9), threats to validity (Section 10)
and related work (Section 11).
3 Case Study Setting
In the following we characterize the case study setting in detail. The company
we collaborated with in this study is a medium-sized software company from
Germany. It develops and sells a software product suite, as well as related
consulting and services. Many of its customers are from the financial or public
sector. The most severe consequence of defects can be financial losses for the
customers. The company employs around 70 people, of which about 18 are
full-time developers (14 in the year 2013, where our earliest empirical data is
from). The study’s first author also works part-time for the company.
In the study, we analyze data from 2013 to 2018. At the start of this
period, the SCM repository contained about 28,000 files and directories. Of
these, about 7400 are Java files with a total of about 950,000 lines of Java
code1. At the end of the timeframe, the repository contained about 86,000
files and directories, of which about 20,000 are Java files with about 2.3 million
lines of Java code. Java is the primary implementation language, only recently
TypeScript was introduced as a second language for UI code.
The company’s development team has been using an agile Scrum/Scrum-
ban process since 2008. Currently, sprints last three weeks, and there is a public
release of the product at the end of each sprint. There is a culture of collective
code ownership, and the developers shall be able to work as generalists on
many parts of the codebase. The team works mostly co-located. Code quality
is important, and code style, unit tests, and many other quality checks are
performed on a CI server. The development is done trunk-based in a monolithic
Subversion repository. For this study, a git copy of the repository was used for
ease of access and performance.
The company introduced regular code reviews in 2010, and the general
process stayed stable over the last years. For almost every development task
(ticket), a review is performed for the corresponding code changes. When there
are review remarks, these are usually fixed in further commits for the same
ticket. Table 1 contains a detailed description of the code review process.
4 How Can Change Part Classification Help to Reach Code
Review Goals more Efficiently?
4.1 Possibilities for Using Change Part Importance to Improve Review
For many software developers, it is obvious that not all parts of an artifact
under review are equally important for the review. We could observe corre-
1 simply counting lines, not distinguishing between empty lines, comments, etc
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Table 1 The Company’s Code Review Process (described along the relevant classification
facets from Baum et al (2016a))
Unit of work = Task:
The team divides user stories into separate implementation tasks. A review is performed
for each such task. There are separate “bug” and “impediment” (i.e., internal improve-
ment) change tasks that are not split but reviewed as a whole. All change tasks are
hosted as tickets in Atlassian Jira.
Enforcement for triggering = Tool:
Separate states in the Jira ticket workflow ensure that a review candidate is created for
each task. The relevant states are “ready for review”, “in review”, “review rejected” and
“done”.
Publicness of the reviewed code = Post commit:
A review is performed after the changes are visible for other developers, i.e., after com-
mitting to the Subversion repository.
Number of reviewers:
There is usually one reviewer per ticket, but for specific modules two reviewers are
mandatory. Pair programming reduces the number of needed reviewers by one.
Reviewer population = everybody:
Every team member shall be available as a reviewer for every change, albeit very inex-
perienced team members usually don’t review alone.
Interaction while checking = on-demand:
The review participants only interact on-demand,e.g., when there are questions regarding
the code. Very rarely, reviews are performed in an in-person meeting.
Temporal arrangement of reviewers = sequential:
Only one reviewer reviews a ticket at a time and rework is done after each reviewer.
Detection aids = sometimes testing:
Sometimes, reviewers perform a limited amount of manual exploratory testing during
reviews.
Reviewer changes code = sometimes:
The reviewers may change code during checking and commonly do so for minor changes.
Communication of issues = written:
The found issues are mainly communicated in writing and stored in Jira.
Options to handle issues = resolve, reject:
The author usually fixes observed issues right away or decides together with the reviewer
that the remark will not be fixed. Consequently, review changes are almost always done
in the same ticket as the original implementation.
Tool specialization = general-purpose, later specialized:
The traditional way of performing reviews in the company is by looking at the
source code changes in TortoiseSVN, a graphical client for Subversion. In 2016
the company introduced a specialized, IDE-integrated code review tool (CoRT,
http://github.com/tobiasbaum/reviewtool) that is now used by most of the developers.
sponding statements in one of our recent studies (Baum et al, 2017b), but
it has also been mentioned in much older works, e.g., by Gilb and Graham
(1993). But what is “importance”? Stated fully, it means “importance for one
of the review goals”. Code reviews are used for a variety of reasons (Bacchelli
and Bird, 2013; Baum et al, 2016b), of which finding defects and quality prob-
lems and spreading knowledge are usually among the most important ones.
We will elaborate on the various review goals in Section 4.2.
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Assuming that one knows the importance of a change part for review, a
review tool can use this information in several ways2:
1. Leaving out unimportant change parts
2. Highlighting very important change parts
3. Ordering the change parts from most important to least important
Possibility 1 provides support in two ways: It saves time and effort directly
because there is less to review. But we also expect an indirect effect: Less code
to review means less cognitive load, and that in turn increases the chance of
finding issues in the remaining change parts (Baum et al, 2018a).
The theoretical foundation for the positive effect of possibility 2 lies in
the “SRK taxonomy”(Rasmussen, 1983), which states that human cognitive
processing can happen in one of several modes. The skill- and rule-based modes
depend to a large degree on automatic processing/pattern matching, whereas
knowledge-based processing requires much more laborious conscious mental
effort. By highlighting very important change parts, the tool can help the
reviewer to choose the most efficient behavior from the SRK taxonomy. Parts
where knowledge-based processing (i.e., thinking hard) is most likely to be
beneficial can be highlighted, the rest of the change parts can be processed
rule-based or skill-based and therefore more efficiently.
At first glance, it might seem that the classifiers underlying possibilities
1 and 2 differ just in the importance threshold used. But the difference lies
deeper: The distinction in possibility 1 is between “no processing” and “pro-
cessing”, whereas the distinction in possibility 2 is between “knowledge-based
processing” and “rule-based processing”.
Possibility 3 (ordering by importance) provides cognitive support by mak-
ing the reviewer aware of which parts are important and which are not. Thus,
it combines aspects of possibilities 1 and 2. Furthermore, it ensures that the
most important parts have been read when the review is ended prematurely.
But it has weaknesses: It does not respect the logical structure of the change, so
that the resulting order can be confusing to the reviewer (Baum et al, 2017b).
Moreover, it does not provide a clue for the reviewer whether and when the
review should be ended early.
All three possibilities can probably be put to good use for review support,
but we will focus on possibility 1. It is in line with our backing theory of cog-
nitive load, and we expect the highest potential for efficiency gains here. Also,
it does not require modeling the difference between rule-based and knowledge-
based processing and is, therefore, easier to operationalize than possibility 2.
2 We explicitly focus on support for the reviewer during reviews. There are further ways
to use repository mining to improve review outcomes, for example with automatic review
agents (see Section 11).
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4.2 Influence of Leaving out Change Parts on Possible Review Goals and
Derivation of Target Metrics
In Table 2 we discuss for each of the common review goals how leaving out
change parts can make a difference in achieving the goal. The goals have been
consolidated from Baum et al (2016b) and Bacchelli and Bird (2013). The
essence of the analysis is that most of the goals depend either on the commu-
nicated or the fixed review remarks. The decision whether to communicate a
remark or to fix it on the fly is unlikely to be affected by shrinking the review
scope so that we will treat these the same in the following.
We hypothesize that there are two main preconditions for a reviewer to
find a remark: The reviewer needs to understand the relevant portions of the
Table 2 Assessment of the Effect of Leaving out Change Parts from Reviews on the At-
tainment of Review Goals and Avoidance of Unintended Review Side-Effects.
Review goals:
Better code quality. The direct positive effect of code reviews on code quality is
based on the correction of the code according to the review remarks. Reaching this
goal should be unaffected as long as the review of the reduced set of change parts
still leads to the same fixed remarks.
Finding defects. Same as above, reaching this goal depends on the fixed remarks.
Finding better solutions. When the review discussion leads to better solutions,
this results in changes to the codebase (i.e., fixed review remarks), so an indicator
that this goal is still reached is again when the fixed remarks stay the same.
Learning (author). The code’s author mainly learns from the review remarks com-
municated to him/her, so that this goal will be unaffected when the communicated
remarks stay the same.
Learning (reviewer). This goal is unaffected when the knowledge gained from the
shrunk review set is comparable to the original review. A necessary (but not sufficient)
precondition for that is that the shrunk change under review is still understandable.
Complying to QA guidelines. When the quality assurance guidelines demand the
review of certain parts of the code, these may not be left out from the review scope.
Improved sense of mutual responsibility. The attainment of this goal mainly
depends on doing reviews at all, not on the exact review scope.
Team awareness. The attainment of this goal mainly depends on how the reviews
are communicated, not on the exact review scope.
Track rationale. Review remarks can point to portions of the code with an insuffi-
cient description of the rationale, so the attainment of this goal also depends on the
set of communicated review remarks.
Avoid build breaks. Usually, build breaks can be avoided more efficiently by au-
tomatic checks than by manual reviews. In case reviews are still used for this goal,
its attainment also depends on the set of fixed remarks.
Review side-effects:
Avoid higher staff effort Leaving out parts to review should usually lead to lower
review effort and therefore help to attain this goal. A potentially adverse effect could
occur when the understandability of the change is hampered by leaving out change
parts needed for understanding.
Avoid increased cycle time Same as above, the review duration could only be
negatively affected when the understandability of the change is hampered.
Avoid offending/social problems We see no potential that leaving out change
parts based on objective rules could influence the risk of offending people or provoking
other social problems through reviews.
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code and needs to observe a trigger for the remarks. Consequently, the set
of review remarks stays the same when the relevant code portions are still
understandable and when there is still at least one trigger for each review
remark in the shrunk change. The notion of triggers for review remarks will
be discussed further in Section 5.
Two goals do not directly relate to review remarks: “complying to QA
guidelines” and “learning of the reviewer”. For many teams, these are the
least important goals3, whereas “better code quality” and “findings defects”
are very often among the top reasons for doing reviews (Baum et al, 2017a).
Therefore we will focus on shrinking the review scope while leaving the set of
triggered remarks and the understandability of the change intact.
In commercial software development, code reviews are usually not an end
in itself but are a means among several to obtain a high profit or return on
investment. Therefore, it is often acceptable to find a few review remarks less
when this is offset by higher savings in the review effort.
profitshrinking = savings− effortmissedRemarks
=
∑
l∈leftOut
reviewEffort(l)−
∑
m∈missedRemarks
cost(m) (1)
As a simplification, we assume a constant cost factor c that relates the
review effort for change parts to the effort caused by missed remarks, i.e.,
profit ∝ |leftOut | − c ∗ |missedRemarks|. The time needed to review a change
part can be estimated based on the empirical data from code review logs, but
the effort caused by a missed review remark is much harder to quantify. We
use two alternatives: (1) The cost factor can be treated as unknown and the
break-even point for a positive profit calculated, i.e., the maximum cost per
missed remark up to which the profit will still be positive for a given rule. A
rule with a higher break-even point is more conservative and therefore usually
better. (2) We provide the user of the mining UI (see Section 6) with the results
for several cost factors so that he or she can easily compare the possibilities.
RQ1: Information on change part importance can help the reviewer to
reach code review goals more efficiently by: (1) Leaving out change parts
that neither trigger review remarks nor are needed for understanding,
(2) highlighting change parts that the reviewer should review in a higher
cognitive mode than he or she otherwise would, or (3) order change parts
from the most likely to the least likely remark trigger, as long as this order
is still easily understandable. We focus on (1) in the rest of the article and
take the point of view that a slight decrease in found remarks is acceptable
when offset by a significant saving in effort, i.e., when the overall profit is
positive.
3 In the survey by Baum et al (2017a), the mode for “complying to QA guidelines” is
“last rank” with 45%, the mode for “learning of the reviewer” is “rank before last” with
28%
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5 Extracting Potential Triggers for Review Remarks from
Repositories
5.1 Remarks, Triggers, and Change Parts
To judge the importance of a change part for review, we need to tell whether
it contains triggers for review remarks. A trigger is the portion of code whose
review leads to the creation of the review remark. In a simple case, the trigger
is a defect in a specific line of the code. Another example could be a misspelled
method name: Every occurrence of the method name in the code can lead to
the observation of the problem and creation of the remark. As this example
shows, the relation between remarks, triggers, and change parts is not a sim-
ple one-to-one relation: There can be multiple types of composite conditions.
Several of the possibilities are depicted in Figure 1.
The simplest possibility is when a change part acts as a trigger for exactly
one review remark, as for C1 and R1. A single change part can also lead to
several remarks (C2, R2, and R3). In some cases, there can be more than one
trigger for a remark. One example is the typo in a method name mentioned
above. This situation is similar to a logical “or”: R4 is triggered when C3 or C4
is reviewed. In other cases, the knowledge of several parts of the code is needed
to spot a problem and trigger a remark, i.e., a logical “and”. The figure shows
a combined case, where reviewing C5 and at least one of C6 or C7 triggers the
remark R5. Naturally, there are also change parts that do not act as a trigger
at all (C8), which is the primary motivation for our current study.
The concept of “and” relations in triggers is related to the issue of under-
standability for the reviewer mentioned in the previous section. It is out of the
scope of the current article.
Change Parts Review Remarks
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
or
or
and
Fig. 1 Several possibilities how change parts can act as triggers for review remarks
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5.2 Selecting a Data Source
We will now discuss how the information on potential review triggers can be
extracted from software repositories. Our technique is based on the assumption
that one of the triggers for a review remark is close to the position of the
remark.
There are two possibilities to gather review remarks from software reposi-
tories: (1) Communicated review remarks can be extracted from the repository
of the code review tool; or (2) fixed review remarks can be extracted from the
SCM. Although there usually is a high overlap between communicated and
fixed remarks, there is a subset of non-fixed remarks that cannot be found in
the SCM and there are remarks that the reviewer fixes “on the fly” without
recording them in the review discussion4. Table 3 contains a detailed discus-
sion of benefits of both approaches to extract review remarks. There are strong
reasons for both options, but we decided to use the SCM data in the current
case study. One of the main reasons for this choice was that there are histori-
cally many reviews in the case company done without a tool that captures the
necessary data and we wanted to include these reviews in our analysis. This
4 The review tool used in the case company allows reviewers to leave remarks for their
on-the-fly fixes, but this is used only for a fraction of the fixes.
Table 3 Comparison of the Benefits of the two Options to Extract Review Remarks from
Software Repositories
Benefits of extracting the fixed review remarks from the SCM:
The remarks that led to changes in the codebase are arguably the most practically
relevant.
They can be extracted quite easily and with high accuracy from the SCM, only ticket
IDs and time intervals for the reviews are needed.
Gathering complete data is easy.
Remarks that have been communicated only orally will not be missed.
The technique is also usable in settings where review remarks are not stored in a struc-
tured form.
Benefits of extracting the review remarks from the review tool database:
The remarks that the reviewer took the time to write down textually are arguably the
most practically relevant. (This definition of “practical relevance” would contradict the
one given above for SCMs.)
This approach will also cover remarks given only to transport knowledge to the code’s
author.
The remark positions are more likely to be close to the remark’s trigger: The line where
a review remark is anchored is probably close to the line that triggered this remark.
One high-level remark can lead to several changes in the code when fixed (like in the
example with the typo in the method name given in Section 5.1). The review tool stores
these conceptual remarks, whereas the SCM stores the low-level changes.
The number of remarks is well-defined, in contrast to the data from the SCM where it is
unclear whether two consecutive changed lines should be regarded as one or two remarks
(or possibly even more remarks).
Remarks for which the fixing was postponed and not done in the respective ticket can
be extracted (also in contrast to the SCM data).
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decision has a significant impact on the type of noise occurring in the data.
We will discuss resulting problems in Section 9.
5.3 Determinining Review Commits
Having decided that we want to count all changes done in “review commits”
as review remarks, the next question is how to decide whether a commit is
a review commit for a certain ticket. We base our corresponding algorithm
on the assumption that it is known which commits belong to a certain ticket
and that a commit belongs to only one ticket. The case company has a hook
script in the SCM that demands a ticket ID at the start of every commit
message, which makes this information easy to extract. Figure 2 shows how the
classification of the commits is done: During its lifetime, a ticket can have one
of several states, of which “in implementation” and “in review” are the most
important here. “In implementation” means that the code’s author is currently
working on the ticket, whereas “in review” means that a reviewer is checking
the code. As we want to include changes performed as a reaction to review
remarks, as well as changes performed by the reviewer when fixing on-the-fly,
every commit after the start of the first review can be regarded as a “review
commit”. Complications arise because (1) a ticket’s state is sometimes changed
before the author commits the respective changes (e.g., “co3” in Figure 2),
and because (2) in non-tool reviews, developers sometimes forget to change
the ticket state when starting their work and do so later. To deal with these
complications, we heuristically use the middle of the interval between the end
of the last pre-review implementation phase and the start of the first review
as the split point.
5.4 Finding Potential Triggers
Given a set of review commits, the changes (i.e., remarks) in these commits
have to be traced back to their potential triggers. For now, we will use the
finest possible granularity of tracing every changed line, as the data can be
aggregated later if needed.
As mentioned above, our tracing algorithm is based on the intuition that a
remark’s trigger is usually close to the position of the remark. In the simplest
Ticket state Open InbImplementation WaitingbforbReview InbReview Rejected InbImpl. Waiting InbReview Done
Commits co1 co2 co3 co4 co5 co6
lastbimplementation
endbtimebbefore
firstbreview
middlebof
interval
firstbreviewbstart
time
Fig. 2 Example of how to decide which commits for a ticket shall be regarded as “review
commits”
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case, some line was added or changed during implementation, and some defect
in that line was found and fixed in the review phase. This is quite similar to
the SZZ algorithm (S´liwerski et al, 2005) that is often used in defect prediction
studies. But there’s a difference to SZZ: In our case, we know that a trigger
must be one of the changes in the ticket’s implementation commits5. So in
contrast to SZZ, we cannot stop once we found the previous change of the
remark’s line (e.g., via “blame”). If that previous change is not in one of
the implementation commits, we need to skip it and trace back further6. We
might find no potential trigger this way, for example, if there was a change in
a method during implementation, and in the review it was found that another
part of the method has to be changed, too. In this case, the trigger is still
close to the remark (i.e., in the same method), but it is not in the same line.
This means that the search scope needs to be expanded. These considerations
lead to the tracing algorithm outlined in Figure 3. The full details, including
some performance optimizations, can be seen in the Java implementation in
our online materials (Baum et al, 2018c, TraceReviewChanges.java).
As motivated from the example above, the expansion of the search scope
should take the structure of the source file into account. We implemented
corresponding parsers for Java and XML (and derivatives), the file types most
relevant for our case study. If no potential trigger for a change is found in a
single line, we first look for triggers in the line’s block, then in the enclosing
blocks, in the containing method, the containing class, until the whole file
becomes the search scope. Figure 4 shows an example of this scope expansion
in a Java file. In case there was no implementation commit in the whole file,
we resort to marking all changes in the whole ticket as potential triggers. For
text files not supported by one of our specialized parsers, we directly move
from the line scope to the file scope.
Another important detail of our algorithm is that it does not stop when the
first potential trigger for a remark is found, but instead keeps on searching for
further triggers with the same scope. The intuition here is that code might be
added in one implementation commit, with a minor change (e.g., fixing a code
style issue found by static analysis) done in a later implementation commit.
If the algorithm would stop after the first potential trigger, it would only find
the minor change, whereas the initial addition of the code is more likely to be
the “real” trigger.
RQ2.1: Review remarks can be extracted either from code review reposito-
ries or from review commits in the SCM. We focus on the latter and pro-
pose the algorithm in Figure 3 to associate review remarks ( i.e., changed
lines in review commits) with potential triggers ( i.e., changed lines in
5 “Trigger” in this case does not necessarily mean that the root cause for the remark (e.g.,
a defect) was injected with an implementation commit. It just means that the remark was
created because of reviewing that part of the code.
6 Similar to how Kim et al (2006) skip changes that cannot be the cause of a defect in
their improved version of SZZ
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function t r a c eT i cke t ( t i c k e t )
foreach rev iew commit c in t i c k e t
traceCommit ( c )
function traceCommit ( commit )
foreach change part p in commit
i f p i s add i t i on o f whole f i l e
a s s i g n whole t i c k e t as p o t e n t i a l t r i g g e r f o r p
else i f p i s d e l e t i o n o f whole f i l e
or p i s rename o f whole f i l e without f u r t h e r changes
or p i s change in binary f i l e
or p s h a l l be f o r c ed to f i l e scope ( e . g . f i l e too
l a r g e )
traceWithScopeAndExpandIfNeeded ( c r e a t e a scope ob j e c t f o r
the whole f i l e in p)
else
traceWithScopeAndExpandIfNeeded ( c r e a t e a l i n e range scope
f o r each s i n g l e l i n e in p)
function traceWithScopeAndExpandIfNeeded ( scope )
do
found := traceWithScope ( scope )
i f found == AT LEAST ONE TRIGGER FOUND
return
else
// scope expansion happens depending on the f i l e type
scope := expand ( scope )
while scope could be expanded
// the l a r g e s t ( i m p l i c i t ) scope i s ” whole t i c k e t ”
a s s i g n whole t i c k e t as p o t e n t i a l t r i g g e r f o r p
function traceWithScope ( scope )
i f scope i s l i n e range scope
prevChange :=
l a s t change to scope . l ineRange be f o r e scope . commit
else
prevChange := l a s t change to scope . f i l e b e f o r e scope . commit
i f prevChange not found
return NO TRIGGER FOUND
i f prevChange i s implementation commit f o r t i c k e t
a s s i g n change par t s in prevChange as p o t e n t i a l t r i g g e r ( s )
f o r scope . remark
traceWithScope ( ad jus t scope to commit be f o r e prevChange )
return AT LEAST ONE TRIGGER FOUND
else
return traceWithScope ( ad jus t scope to commit be f o r e
prevChange )
Fig. 3 Algorithm for Tracing Review Remarks to Potential Triggers (simplified)
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Fig. 4 Example for scope expansion in a Java file, starting with the single line scope in
line 12
implementation commits for the same ticket). The algorithm finds these
triggers by tracing back in history, expanding the search scope if no match-
ing trigger could be found with the smaller scope. It is based on two main
assumptions: There exists at least one trigger for each review remark, and
the most likely triggers are close7 to the remark.
5.5 Comparison of Our Tracing Approach to SZZ
The reasoning in Section 4 shows that review remark prediction differs from
defect prediction. Nevertheless, there are similarities, and it is yet to be shown
that the simple SZZ approach (S´liwerski et al, 2005) that is commonly used
for tracing in defect prediction studies is not suitable to determine review
remark triggers. We perform SZZ-style tracing (with “git blame”) for all review
remarks extracted from our dataset and compare the results to the results of
our tracing algorithm.
The analysis was performed on the raw data, i.e., with line granularity.
Figure 5 shows the results. Of 326,066 remark records, only 119,031 (37%) are
traced with the same result for our approach and SZZ. For 9,947 (3%), our
approach returns further potential triggers because it does not stop at the first
candidate. For 197,088 (60%) the results differ completely: For 70,582 (22%)
the tracing is stopped prematurely either at a commit from another ticket or
at a review commit. For 126,506 (39%) SZZ does not find a trigger because
it does not enlarge the search scope when no trigger is found. Figure 5 also
shows that the distribution for the subset of remark lines in Java source files
is similar.
7 with closeness defined according to a suitable scope concept for the file type
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the tracing approach from the current article and SZZ, both for all
remarks (i.e., changed lines/files in review commits) and for remarks in Java files only.
RQ2.2: For 60% of the review remarks, using SZZ to trace remarks to
triggers would lead to entirely different results than our tracing algorithm.
The majority of differences is caused by not enlarging the search scope
when no trigger is found among the commits of the ticket under review.
6 Approach to Build a Prediction Model from the Mined Data
With the algorithm described in Section 5 a mapping between change parts
from the implementation commits and review remarks/changes can be created.
We will now discuss how this data can be used to construct a model that
identifies change parts to be left out from reviews.
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6.1 Intended Characteristics of the Model
Various types of models are used in data mining techniques, e.g., rules, neural
networks, regression models, etc. A suitable model for our study should meet
the following requirements:
– The constructed model must be able to reach an adequate profit, as defined
in Section 4.2.
– The model shall be discussed with the development team of the case
study company, both to achieve better results and to increase user ac-
ceptance (Tan et al, 2015). Therefore, it needs to be understandable by
human developers.
– For each review, it shall be transparent why certain parts of the change are
left out from the review, i.e., its decisions shall be “explainable”(Dam et al,
2018). Furthermore, the reviewer shall be able to override this decision for
certain parts.
To cross-check the requirements, we performed a survey among all available
software developers of the partner company. The survey was handed out on
paper and collected anonymously in the following days. The questionnaire
asked for a rating of the importance of several requirements for the model and
the modeling process on a 7-point Likert-type scale. It furthermore asked for a
rating of several granularities to group code changes in the review into review
remarks. For both questions, there was room for explanations and other free-
text comments. We received 13 responses, of which 3 answered that they are
not experienced enough with the topic to reply to the remaining questions.
Our analysis is based on the remaining 10 responses. The survey form and the
detailed results can be found in the online material (Baum et al, 2018c).
Table 4 shows the aggregated results for the requirements’ importance.
The most important requirements are a low number of misclassifications and
a quick review start. Here, “quick review start” is more a restriction on the
usable features of the data, as all common model types are quick to evaluate.
Next, and also with high importance on average, come the three requirements
on the understandability of the model. The requirements with the least relative
importance are the quick and effortless creation of the model and maximization
of the number of change parts that the model classifies as “no review needed”.
When we looked at the latter result in detail, we found a large spread in the
answers, with some developers considering this as very important and others
of the opposite opinion. One of the developers who considered a high number
of “no review” classifications as unimportant explained his answer: “I consider
leaving out change parts in reviews as dangerous because it can give a false
sense of security. Personally, I prefer thorough code reviews.”
For the second question in the survey, the right granularity for counting
missed review remarks, the developers preferred counting change parts, fol-
lowed by counting lines. Counting at a coarser granularity, i.e., files or whole
tickets, was considered inadequate by the majority of respondents.
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Table 4 Survey Results for the Importance of Various Requirements for the Prediction
Model and Mining Process. All ratings are on a scale from 1 (not important at all) over
4 (neutral) to 7 (extremely important). The requirements are translations of the German
originals. Rows are ordered by mean rating.
Rating
Requirement Mean Median Min. Max.
The model classifies as few change parts as possible
as “no review needed” by error (i.e., the leaving out
leads to as few oversights as possible)
5.9 7.0 3 7
The model can be evaluated quickly at review start 5.5 5.5 3 7
I can see why a certain change part was classified as
“no review needed”
5.3 6.0 1 7
The parts of the model have been checked by the
development team before deployment to production
5.2 5.0 4 7
I can override/disable parts of the model so that the
respective change parts remain in the review scope
5.2 5.0 2 7
The initial creation of the model from the raw data
requires little human interaction
4.7 5.0 1 6
The model classifies as many change parts as possible
as “no review needed”
4.4 4.5 1 7
The initial creation of the model from the raw data
is quick
4.0 4.0 1 7
RQ3.1: The three most important requirements from the team are that the
model provokes as few missed review remarks as possible, does not lead to
additional waiting time in the review, and is transparent to and checked
by the team.
Concerning this section’s goal to select an adequate type of model, the
survey results support the initially stated requirements. A rule-based model
seems well-suited to satisfy these requirements: Rules are a well-known concept
for software developers, and a rule-based model is relatively easy to analyze
manually. Our classification task is binary, classifying each change part as
either “needs no review” or “review”. Based on the intuition that it is possible
to find some rules for change parts that definitely need to be reviewed, other
parts that definitely need no review and a harder to classify rest that will
conservatively be kept for review, we envision rules of the following form:
sk ip when one o f
( . . . and . . . and . . . )
or ( . . . )
. . .
u n l e s s one o f
( . . . and . . . and . . . )
or ( . . . )
. . .
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Or, put mathematically: skip :=
∨
r∈incl
(∧
c∈r c
) ∧ ¬∨r∈excl (∧c∈r c). This
notion allows certain rules to be written more concisely than a simple disjunc-
tive normal form but is still quite simple and easily explainable. Furthermore,
every single rule in the disjunctions can be treated as a separate nugget of
knowledge and can be used to explain and override the decisions of the review
tool. We restrict ourselves to propositional logic for the single conditions: “less
or equal” and “greater or equal” for numeric features and “equals” and “not
equal” for categorical features.
6.2 Mining Rules from the Extracted Data
There are two complications when trying to use standard data mining algo-
rithms on the extracted data: (1) The standard algorithms optimize for accu-
racy, not for profit. (2) They cannot take into account that remarks are not
just simple classification labels but are objects with a distinguishable iden-
tity: A mining algorithm can exploit the identity of the remarks because it is
sufficient to cover only one of the potential triggers for each remark. As an
example, consider two potential triggers, one an addition of complex code and
the other a minor change. Without taking into account that only one of these
triggers is needed, a rule of the form “minor changes need no review” would
be unnecessarily seen as inaccurate. Section 8 will show that the generic rule
mining algorithm RIPPER (Cohen, 1995) indeed creates inferior results in our
context.
One of the variants of profit, as introduced in Section 4.2, is our primary
target metric. But simply maximizing it on the training set can lead to over-
fitting. Simpler rules and rules that have fewer features can work better on
unseen data, even though they seem worse on the training set. We believe that
this problem is best dealt with by letting the development team select the fi-
nal ruleset from a number of candidates with different characteristics. Simpler
rules have the additional benefit of being easier to explain, and rules with fewer
features lead to less implementation effort in a tool. Therefore, we treat the
mining task as a multi-objective problem: The basic objectives are “maximize
saved effort”, “minimize the number of missed review remarks”, “minimize
rule complexity” and “minimize the number of used features”. Saved effort
and missed review remarks are used in favor of profit because the latter can
be derived from the former and do not need an estimate of the cost of missed
remarks. More details on the finally used objective vector will be given in
Section 8.2.
To be able to take the above problems and the multi-objective nature of
the problem into account, we use a heuristic to induce the rules. The heuristic
is based on the GRASP-PR meta-heuristic (Resende and Ribeiro, 2016), with
the following key steps:
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Fig. 6 Example to illustrate the concept of Pareto-optimality. Solution B dominates solu-
tion D because it is better in both objectives. The other solutions do not dominate each
other because they are better for one but worse for the other objective. They form the Pareto
front.
1. Use a randomized greedy heuristic8 for set cover to select a subset of the
potential triggers as the change parts to cover by the rules. After this step,
every change part is classified as either NO TRIGGER or TRIGGER.
2. Use a randomized greedy separate-and-conquer heuristic to derive a ruleset
candidate based on the dataset created in the previous step.
3. Optimize the initial ruleset by local search, e.g., by leaving out conditions
or adjusting the split point for numeric conditions. All rulesets generated
during the local search are added to an archive of Pareto-optimal solutions
(Figure 6 illustrates Pareto-optimality).
4. Select one of the existing and one of the new rulesets to perform “path
relinking”: One ruleset is gradually transformed into the other, and the
rulesets created in this way are again added to the archive of Pareto-optimal
results
These steps are iterated continuously in the background, while the user can
explore the data and the results found so far. Based on insights gained this
way, the user can provide feedback to guide future iterations of the heuristic.
In this way, we perform data mining with the human in-the-loop (Ankerst,
2002). To keep the current article focused, we cannot describe all the details
of the used rule mining system here. A detailed description is available in a
separate report (Baum et al, 2018b).
8 In contrast to a usual deterministic greedy heuristic, a randomized greedy heuristic
might divert from the best greedy choice based on a randomized condition.
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7 Feature Selection
A data mining model can only deliver good results if the used features fit the
task. To select the features for the current study, we used two sources: (1) Fea-
tures that showed good results in defect prediction studies, based on a survey
of the literature. (2) Iterative analysis and idea generation (“open coding”)
based on the code change data. By combining these sources, we account for
the similarity between defect prediction and review remark prediction but also
for the likely differences and more specialized features. We had to restrict the
selection to a subset of the potentially applicable features to limit the effort
for this part of the study.
To identify features from the literature, we looked for defect prediction
studies and especially studies that compare the relative suitability of features
for defect prediction. We identified these studies using searches on Google
Scholar and performed snowballing (Wohlin, 2014) for further studies, but
did not perform a formal systematic literature review. Few studies use change
part granularity for prediction, so the features were partly adapted to fit our
context. The studies selected for analysis are: (Menzies et al, 2010; Radjenovic´
et al, 2013; Giger et al, 2012; Nagappan and Ball, 2005; Shihab et al, 2012;
Ratzinger et al, 2007; Mockus and Weiss, 2000; McIntosh and Kamei, 2017;
D’Ambros et al, 2010b; Arisholm et al, 2010; Soltanifar et al, 2016; Chen et al,
2017; Shivaji et al, 2013; Meneely et al, 2008; Shin et al, 2009; Eyolfson et al,
2011; Shihab, 2012; Osman and Nierstrasz, 2017).
As second feature source, we used an inductive approach, inspired by qual-
itative approaches for hypothesis generation (Glaser and Strauss, 1967): Ini-
tially, we sampled some code changes from the data and assigned “codes” to
the change parts, similar to “open coding” in qualitative data analysis. Later,
we extended the data mining tool with a feature to sample misclassified change
parts. These were again analyzed for missing features that could explain the
misclassification.
Tables 5 to 8 show the final selection of features, with a brief explanation
and the source for each feature. ‘Source’ means the source responsible for the
inclusion in this study and does not contain an exhaustive list of all studies
that use that feature.
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Table 5 Final Selection of Change Part Features used as Input for the Mining (1/4)
Name and Type Description Source / Inspired
by
Ticket and commit granularity:
issueType
(nominal)
Type of the Jira ticket (e.g., bug or user
story task)
Shihab et al (2012)
author (nominal) User ID for the author of the commit inductive
authorDay
(nominal)
Weekday of the commit Eyolfson et al
(2011); Shihab
et al (2012)shiftedAuthorHour
(numeric)
Hour of the time of the commit. The value
is shifted so that 0 stands for 6 AM. In
this way, “night” vs “day” can be
expressed with a single comparison.
fileCountInCommit
(numeric)
Count of files that were changed in the
commit.
inductive
hunkCountIn-
Commit
(numeric)
Count of change parts in the commit
(changes in binary files count as 1)
inductive
commitContains-
Test
(boolean)
“true” iff the commit contains changes to
test code
Ratzinger et al
(2007)
File granularity:
binary (boolean) “true” iff the file is treated as binary. Very
large text files (≥ 1 MiB) are also treated
as binary.
inductive
filetype (nominal) Extension of the filename (e.g., “java” or
“txt”)
inductive
srcdir (nominal) Classification of the file in the project:
“src” (production code), “test” (test
code), “testdata” or “resources”
inductive
project (nominal) Project to which the file belongs. In the
case company, there are also some pseudo
projects, e.g., for common build scripts or
external dependencies.
inductive
frequentFilename
(nominal)
Filename (without path, but with
extension), but set only when it is one of
the 20 most common filenames. In the case
company there are some very common
filenames that denote specific roles, e.g.,
“Messages.java” or “Logger.java”.
inductive
fileAgeDays
(numeric)
Number of days since the creation (initial
commit) of the file.
Shin et al (2009);
Radjenovic´ et al
(2013); Osman and
Nierstrasz (2017)
fileCommitCount
(numeric)
Number of commits to the file since its
creation.
Meneely et al
(2008); Arisholm
et al (2010);
Shihab et al
(2012); McIntosh
and Kamei (2017)
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Table 6 Final Selection of Change Part Features used as Input for the Mining (2/4)
Name and Type Description Source / Inspired
by
File granularity (continued):
distinctFileAuthor-
Count
(numeric)
Number of distinct authors of the file since
its creation.
Meneely et al
(2008); Shin et al
(2009); Arisholm
et al (2010);
Shihab et al
(2012); Giger et al
(2012); Osman and
Nierstrasz (2017);
McIntosh and
Kamei (2017)
newLineCountIn-
File
(numeric)
Total number of lines in the file (after the
commit)
Menzies et al
(2010); Shihab
(2012)
recentProject-
Ownership
(numeric)
Ratio of the number of commits to the
file’s project in the last year by the author
to the number of commits to the file’s
project in the last year by all authors.
Mockus and Weiss
(2000); Soltanifar
et al (2016)
commitsSinceLast-
RemarkForAuthor-
InProject
(numeric)
Number of commits since the file’s author
last received a review remark in the file’s
project.
Shin et al (2009);
D’Ambros et al
(2010b); Shihab
et al (2012);
Radjenovic´ et al
(2013); Soltanifar
et al (2016);
Osman and
Nierstrasz (2017)
commitsSinceLast-
RemarkInFile
(numeric)
Number of commits since the file last
received a review remark.
hunkCountInFile
(numeric)
Count of change parts in the file inductive
changetype
(nominal)
Git’s classification of the change to the file
(MODIFY/ADD/RENAME/
DELETE/COPY).
inductive
gitSimilarity
(numeric)
Git’s similarity statistic for the file content
(i.e., 100 when the content stayed the
same)
inductive
newShareOfLines-
InFile
(numeric)
Ratio of the changed lines to the total
number of lines (in the new file version).
Ratzinger et al
(2007)
isNodeModules
(boolean)
“true” if the file path denotes a commited
external dependency from npm (node.js
package manager)
inductive
Change part granularity:
oldHunkSize
(numeric)
Number of lines of the change part in the
old file version
inductive
newHunkSize
(numeric)
Number of lines of the change part in the
new file version
inductive
changeInHunkSize
(numeric)
newHunkSize minus oldHunkSize inductive
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Table 7 Final Selection of Change Part Features used as Input for the Mining (3/4)
Name and Type Description Source / Inspired
by
Change part granularity (continued):
commentLine-
CountOld
(numeric)
Number of comment lines in the old side
of the change part
Menzies et al
(2010); Giger et al
(2012)
commentLine-
CountNew
(numeric)
Number of comment lines in the new side
of the change part
changeInComment-
LineCount
(numeric)
commentLineCountNew minus
commentLineCountOld
oldBlockCount
(numeric)
Number of Java blocks (i.e., braces pairs)
in the old side of the change part.
Menzies et al
(2010)
newBlockCount
(numeric)
Number of Java blocks (i.e., braces pairs)
in the new side of the change part.
changeInBlock-
Count
(numeric)
newBlockCount minus oldBlockCount
responseForHunk-
Old
(numeric)
RFC metric (Response For a Class;
approx. number of distinct method calls)
restricted to the code in the old side of the
change part
D’Ambros et al
(2010b); Arisholm
et al (2010); Giger
et al (2012);
Osman and
Nierstrasz (2017);
Chen et al (2017)
responseForHunk-
New
(numeric)
RFC metric (Response For a Class;
approx. number of distinct method calls)
restricted to the code in the new side of
the change part
changeInResponse-
ForHunk
(numeric)
responseForHunkNew minus
responseForHunkOld
Arisholm et al
(2010); D’Ambros
et al (2010b)
whitespaceOnly
(boolean)
“true” iff only whitespace was changed for
the change part.
inductive
packageAndImport-
Only
(boolean)
“true” iff only package declarations and
import statements were changed for the
change part.
inductive
finalChangeOnly
(boolean)
“true” iff the change consists only of
adding or removing Java’s “final” keyword.
inductive
nonnlsChangeOnly
(boolean)
“true” iff the change consists only of
changes to the marker comments and
annotations for non-internationalized
string constants.
inductive
visibilityChange-
Only
(boolean)
“true” iff only visibility modifiers
(“public”, “private”, . . . ) were changed.
inductive
overrideAnnotation
(nominal)
Denotes which side of the change part
contains an “@Override” annotation
(none/old/new/both)
inductive
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Table 8 Final Selection of Change Part Features used as Input for the Mining (4/4)
Name and Type Description Source / Inspired
by
Change part granularity (continued):
entropyCbMax,
entropyCbUp-
pQuar,
entropyCbMed,
entropyCbSum,
entropyCbAvg
(numeric)
This group of features conceptually
denotes the “surprisingness” of the new
code given the old codebase. Formally, we
use the SLP library by Hellendoorn and
Devanbu (2017) to compute an entropy for
each token on the new side of the change
part, with smaller values for less surprising
tokens. These per token entropies are then
combined to find the maximum (“Max”),
75% quantile (“UppQuar”), median
(“Med”), sum (“UppQuar”) and mean
(“Avg”) for the change part.
inductive,
Hellendoorn and
Devanbu (2017)
entropyReMax,
entropyReUp-
pQuar,
entropyReMed,
entropyReSum,
entropyReAvg
(numeric)
This group of features conceptually
denotes the “surprisingness” of a change
part given the earlier change parts under
review. Like the “entropyCb. . . ” group of
features, it uses the SLP library by
Hellendoorn and Devanbu (2017) and
combines the per token values differently
for each feature (“Max”, “UppQuar”, . . . ).
Pre-processing is performed to make the
library work on code changes instead of
code; its details can be seen in the online
material (Baum et al, 2018c).
inductive,
Hellendoorn and
Devanbu (2017)
Table 9 Number of Commits, Change Part Records and Review Remarks in Total and per
Ticket for the Extracted Training Data. Commits are subdivided into implementation and
review commits. There are 6,005 tickets in total. All counts are after cleaning.
Per Ticket
Total Min. 25% Qu. Median 75% Qu. Max.
Commits (impl. + review) 23,853 1 2 3 5 88
Commits (impl.) 15,365 1 1 1 3 65
Commits (review) 8,488 0 0 1 2 32
Change part records 703,706 1 10 27 77 53,594
Change part rec. (Java) 370,130 0 4 18 57 5,749
Review remarks 68,960 0 0 2 10 1,437
8 Application of the Approach within the Case Study Company
After having outlined our approach in the previous sections, this section de-
scribes the results of applying it in the case study company.
8.1 Extracted Data
Before delving into the details of the mining, we give some characteristics of
the extracted data. Table 9 shows statistics for the extracted training data. It
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can be seen that the distributions per ticket are all heavily skewed, with a few
huge changes. Java is the primary implementation language, and therefore the
majority of changes is performed in Java files. Next in frequency of occurrence
are XML schema files. XML schema is heavily used for interface definitions
in the company. Most other frequently occurring changes are due to test data
and committed dependencies. The earliest analyzed commit in the training
data is from March 2013, the most recent from July 2018. Of the 703,706
change part records, 439,626 have no association to a review remark at all. Of
the remaining, a minority of 14,385 records is the only trigger for at least one
review remark. These records must be triggers in our approach, whereas the
remaining records are only candidates for triggers.
The size of the repositories and the extracted data led to long run-times
for several of the mining steps. Extraction of the feature data was most time-
consuming for the codebase entropy features, for which it took more than a
week. The other extraction programs and the tracing usually completed within
a few hours or days. One assumption underlying our mining approach is that
it is not a problem to let the mining run for a longer time, as long as feedback
on intermediate results can be given at any time. Consequently, the mining
agents ran in the background for several days. Feedback could be given as
soon as the data was loaded and first rules were created, which was after less
than half an hour. Our comparison with the standard rule mining algorithm
RIPPER (Cohen, 1995) required about two hours of computation time for
each ruleset.
8.2 Iterative Improvement of the Approach
We used the interactive rule mining system outlined in Section 6.2 to infer rules
from the data. Input from domain experts on intermediate results was given
by the first author and by three other developers from the industrial partner.
The field notes and interaction logs can be found in the online material (Baum
et al, 2018c). The feedback can be categorized into specific feedback on the
mining results and meta-feedback on the approach. In this section, we describe
the meta-feedback and the resulting improvements to the approach.
The other developers found the system helpful and considered it interesting
to analyze the data with it. Apart from minor technical problems with the rule
mining system, the domain experts identified two major problems:
Too much focus on a small fraction of large tickets. Initially, the algorithm fo-
cused too narrowly on parts of the data with large-scale changes, e.g., single
tickets that changed many files. These are correct findings that shouldn’t
simply be removed as “outliers”, but they are not very interesting because
they account only for a small fraction of the tickets and the review effort.
Too much noise in the data. Noise appears in the data in several ways: Iden-
tified remarks might not be remarks at all, or they might be traced to
wrong triggers. These problems can be due to remarks that are follow-ups
of other remarks (e.g., rename refactorings or overrides) or remarks for
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code not belonging to the ticket. Another form of noise is caused by not
taking the severity of the remarks into account, e.g., if a whitespace cor-
rection influences the algorithm as much as a critical defect. We analyzed
a random sample of 100 remarks from an early version of the data to as-
sess the problem. When checking for quality of the remarks, we found that
19% were no true remarks. When checking the tracing, we found that for
71% of the remarks the tracing was OK. Of the remaining 29%, 9% were
definitely wrong. Details are again available in the online material (Baum
et al, 2018c).
Based on this feedback, we changed our rule mining approach to mitigate the
problems:
Additional objectives. We initially started with four objectives: missed remark
count (to minimize), saved record count (to maximize), rule complexity (to
minimize) and number of used features (to minimize). These are generic
objectives that could be applied to almost every data mining problem9.
Using only these objectives gives rise to the above-mentioned “too much
focus” problem. To counter this problem, we added three further objec-
tives: (1) “Saved lines of code in Java files” captures the intuition that
the main effort of a review is mostly spent on the source code. (2) “Log-
transformed missed remarks” is calculated by counting each missed remark
with the logarithm of the total number of remarks in its ticket (instead of
1 as for “missed remark count”). This objective puts less weight on large
review changes, based on the intuition that these are often systematic.
(3) “Trimmed mean of saved records per ticket” is calculated as the 20%
trimmed mean (Wilcox, 2011) of the number of saved records per ticket.
It puts less weight on rare tickets that have a large number of records. As
a per ticket measure, it is also easy to interpret by domain experts.
Additional target functions. Based on the additional objectives described above,
we also defined additional target functions. The most important of these is
a family of per ticket cost functions. With cost defined as negative profit
as given in Equation 1 and the cost factor c as introduced in Section 4.2,
we have:
costc =
r
t
c− s
In this formula, r is the log-transformed missed remark objective value,
t is the number of analyzed tickets, and s is the trimmed mean of saved
records per ticket.
Merging of remarks with identical content. One of the problems with deter-
mining the review remarks based on the changes in review commits is that
systematic changes lead to a large number of “remarks” whose number
does not adequately represent the cost of missing one of them. In addition
to the “log-transformed missed remarks” objective (see above), we merged
all change parts that represent the same textual change in the same commit
into one remark.
9 taking into account that “missed remark count” is similar to “false positives” and “saved
record count” is similar to “true positives + false positives”
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Removal of certain remark types. Another change to get rid of remarks with
minor relevance was to delete certain types of remarks: Remarks with
whitespace-only changes, remarks with changes to package declaration or
import statements only, and other derived changes.
Manual cleaning of the data. We systematically checked tickets with a large
number of changes or a large number of review commits and removed prob-
lematic ones, e.g., when there was a violation of the development process
that led to unusable data.
8.3 Rule Mining Results
The current study is the first to use the interactive multi-objective rule mining
algorithm outlined in Section 6.2. Therefore, we compare the results from that
novel approach (called “MO I” in the following) to three other approaches:
The results from our multi-objective algorithm, but without human interaction
(“MO A”), a rule set created by the RIPPER rule mining algorithm (Cohen,
1995), and a baseline of skipping a randomly sampled share of the records for
each ticket. To make the information on review remarks and their potential
triggers (see Section 5.1) amenable for RIPPER, we took a conservative ap-
proach: Every record that is linked to at least one remark is labeled as “must
review” and records without a link to a remark are labeled as “no trigger”. A
second variant of RIPPER was used in the case study, but due to a defect in
our software implementation, its results had to be discarded. Nevertheless, the
respective details are contained in the online material (Baum et al, 2018c).
There are no established guidelines on how to assess the mining results in
a case like ours. Relying on iterative human feedback makes cross-validation
impossible, and many metrics (like precision, recall or cost) are only defined
for single rulesets and not for a Pareto set of rulesets. Therefore, we combine
several evaluation approaches: (1) We check where the results from RIPPER
lie relative to the Pareto front of MO I. (2) We select rulesets from the Pareto
fronts for MO I and MO A and compare the objective values of all four rule-
sets. (3) We ask the company’s developers for their opinion on the rules. The
current subsection presents the results for (1) and (2) for the training data,
and Section 8.4 presents the results of the developer assessment and the dis-
cussion with the development team. Section 8.5 shows the results for unseen
test data. For the discussion with the development team, the ruleset MO I was
further adapted. Statistics for this adapted version (“SESSION”) will also be
given in the following.
Figure 7 shows projections of the Pareto front obtained by the multi-
objective algorithm with and without input from domain experts. It also shows
the position of the four selected rules in the objective space. RIPPER is dom-
inated by both Pareto fronts by a large degree, and does not perform much
better, and sometimes worse, than just skipping the review of random change
parts. RIPPER differs from all other rulesets by having the form “skip all
except . . . ”. RIPPER was insensitive to the (high) cost of missed remarks and
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Fig. 7 Pareto fronts and selected rulesets, evaluated on the training data. The plots show
two-dimensional projections from the seven-dimensional objective space. The gray dots show
the baseline performance of leaving out a certain percentage of records per ticket; each dot
corresponds to a percentage value, with results averaged over 100 random seeds.
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Table 10 Objective Values for the Selected Rulesets on the Training Data.
Objectives to Minimize Objectives to Maximize
Ruleset
Compl-
exity
Feature
Count
Missed
Remark
Count
Log-
Transf.
Missed
Remarks
Saved
Record
Count
Tr.M.1
Saved
Records
Per
Ticket
Saved
LOC
in Java
Files
SESSION 40 17 1,500 142.4 410,974 10.1 303,943
MO I 58 17 338 40.6 384,058 8.8 292,371
MO A 184 24 0 0.0 300,266 1.2 161,920
RIPPER S2 200 17 16,806 2,493.6 445,275 21.6 431,981
RIPPER 342 25 12,867 2,245.3 460,408 22.1 464,148
Max. Value3 ∞ 52 68,960 8,055.8 703,706 43.9 1,155,636
1 Tr.M. := trimmed mean
2 During the team session it was decided to remove one further ticket from the training
data. RIPPER is the rule set learned with the final data, RIPPER S is based on the
older data and was used in the survey.
3 The last row shows the total count / maximum possible value for the respective objective.
skip when one of
( changetype == ’DELETE’ )
or ( isNodeModules == ’ t rue ’ )
or ( packageAndImportOnly == ’ true ’ )
or ( whitespaceOnly == ’ true ’ )
or ( changeInHunkSize >= −0.5 and hunkCountInFile >= 147 .5 )
or ( f i l e t y p e == ’ jav ’ )
or ( b inary == ’ true ’ )
or ( f i leCountInCommit >= 55.5 and hunkCountInCommit >= 2560 .0 )
or ( f i leCountInCommit >= 274 .0 )
or ( f i leCountInCommit >= 11.5 and s r c d i r == ’ t e s tda ta ’ )
or ( g i t S i m i l a r i t y >= 98 .5 )
or ( p r o j e c t == ’ UnitTestRunner ’ )
or ( p r o j e c t == ’ TestPlug ins ’ )
or ( commitsSinceLastRemarkInFile >= 78 .0 )
or ( newLineCountInFile >= 12170 .0 )
or ( entropyCbMed <= 0.0919)
or ( v i s i b i l i t yChangeOn ly == ’ true ’ )
Fig. 8 Ruleset SESSION, i.e., the ruleset that was used in the discussion with the devel-
opment team. It is based on MO I.
created rulesets with many missed review remarks. The RIPPER rulesets are
also more complex than the MO rulesets. The exact numbers for these and
the other objectives are shown in Table 10.
Figure 7 also allows an estimate of the hardness of the mining task for the
objectives. Without missing remarks, the best found model can save the review
of 46% of the records. But practically more relevant are the relative numbers
of saved Java lines and the trimmed mean of saved records per ticket. Both
are much lower (17% and 10%), indicating that the good numbers are due to
rare events: tickets with a large number of changes to non-source files. Also,
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all the stated numbers are optimistic, as they are evaluated on the training
set. More realistic results from unseen data will follow in Section 8.5.
All selected rulesets can be found in the online material (Baum et al,
2018c). To give an impression of the found rulesets, Figure 8 shows the ruleset
SESSION. It is the least complex of the five rulesets, and similar to MO I.
Abstracting its specific contents a bit, it contains the following groups:
– Derived or too low-level changes, e.g., changes in imports or generated
code10,
– Likely systematic changes, e.g., very large commits11 or additions in files
with many changes,
– Changes that are low-risk due to previous checks (compiler, CI server, . . . ),
e.g., deletions or pure whitespace changes,
– Files that are empirically low-risk because there was no remark for a long
time,
– Changes that are low-risk because they concern non-production code, e.g.,
the “UnitTestRunner” project, and
– Very non-surprising changes, i.e., changes with a low entropy compared to
the rest of the codebase.
The three rules that are responsible for most of the savings are packageAnd-
ImportOnly == ’true’, whitespaceOnly == ’true’, and binary == ’true’.
When using only these three rules, the trimmed mean of saved hunks per ticket
is 8.5 records/ticket. This is a share of 84% of the value for the whole SES-
SION ruleset. The most influential single rule is packageAndImportOnly ==
’true’, with savings of 5.4 records/ticket.
RQ3.2: On the training set, the results of the multi-objective rule mining
algorithm are better than those obtained with RIPPER. The results ob-
tained with user interaction are better in the regions of the objective space
that were focused on by the user, i.e., complexity and broad ticket cover-
age. Figure 8 shows the ruleset that came out of this interaction between
mining tool and domain experts. 84% of the savings of this ruleset are due
to three simple syntactic rules.
8.4 Developers’ Opinion on the Rules
The requirements survey (Section 6.1) revealed that the developers prefer to
check the rules before using them. Therefore, the development team and the
first author discussed the ruleset SESSION in a joint session. Before that
session, we performed a survey to gather a subjective ranking for the four
other rulesets. Each rule was printed on a separate sheet of paper, and the
10 The team uses the file extension “jav” to denote generated Java code.
11 Even when a large commit does not contain systematic changes only, the chance of
finding problems in it might be lower.
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Table 11 Survey Results for the Subjective Quality of the Mined Rulesets. All ratings are
on a scale from -5 (extremely bad) over 0 (neutral) to 5 (extremely good). Rows are ordered
by mean rating.
Rating
Ruleset Mean Median Min. Max.
MO I -0.21 0 -5 3
MO A -1.08 -1 -5 3
RIPPER S -3.25 -5 -5 0
participants were asked to rate it on a scale from -5 (extremely bad) to 5
(extremely good). They were also asked to give reasons for their rating. The
sheets were shuffled before handing them out and did not mention how the
rules were obtained. A total of 14 developers filled out this survey and took
part in the discussion.
Table 11 shows that the team members considered the ruleset MO I to be
the best, and RIPPER as worst. But even the best ruleset has a negative mean
rating (-0.21). To shed light on the reasons, we analyze the textual comments
from the survey and the audio recording of the discussion.
Especially the RIPPER results were criticized for being hard to understand
and containing partial rules that looked nonsensical. Large size, use of nega-
tion and rules with many numerical thresholds were especially detrimental to
understanding. Often, this led to worse ratings, but sometimes the rulesets
were still rated neutrally based on trust that “there will be something good
in there”. Contrary to the other rulesets, two participants criticized MO I for
not filtering out further change parts.
For MO A and MO I, the criticism was more towards specific rules and
features. Often rules were regarded as not explicit enough, i.e., they left a the-
oretical chance of defects slipping through. Further conditions were suggested
to reduce this chance. We will discuss this problem further in Section 9.1. Very
coarse rules that lead to the non-review of whole files or commits were also
criticized. To the developers’ intuition, these rules and the features used in
them missed a strong link to the importance of the changes for review. Most
criticized for missing this link were the time/day features. The latter was also
disapproved for providing the opportunity to “game the system”, e.g., when
waiting for a specific day to avoid a review. Single feature rules for example
based on whitespace or entropy were instead praised as intuitive.
We could observe two opposing points of view among the company’s devel-
opers. Some agreed with the point of view taken in the current article: Leaving
out parts during review is a cost-benefit-tradeoff, and the costs and benefits
can be derived from empirical data. Others took on a point of view that op-
posed leaving out change parts in reviews. The latter group often argued with
the theoretical possibility of defects, no matter how small the empirical risk.
Instead of shrinking the review scope, the reviewers should take more time
for reviews and make pauses to avoid overload. Looking again at the results
of the survey on the requirement importance (Section 6.1), the vast spread
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of responses for leaving out many change parts could be explained by these
opposing views.
Based on the controversial discussion in the development team, the team
decided to implement the skipping rules in its review process in a limited way
for now: The classification and reasons for the classification of every change
part shall be visualized, but they should not be left out entirely in an auto-
mated way.
RQ3.3: The ruleset obtained by our interactive multi-objective approach
(MO I) was rated best by the developers. The ruleset from RIPPER was
rated worst. But even MO I was rated only neutral on average. Likely
reasons are a rejection of specific contained rules and a general opposition
to the idea of leaving out change parts in reviews by some developers.
8.5 Performance on Unseen Data
After creating and discussing the results based on the training data, we waited
until mid-November 2018 and extracted the new data that had accumulated in
these 3.5 months. This test set contains data from 311 tickets. We applied the
same filtering as for the training data and re-evaluated the found rulesets on
the test data. Figure 9 depicts the results in objective space. Table 12 shows
the objective values for the five picked rulesets, and Table 13 reframes the
results for savings and missed remarks as relative values.
As expected, the results on the unseen test data are mostly worse than
on the training data. Still, the only ruleset that shows a strong degradation
in performance is MO A: The saved hunk count and the saved Java source
line count plummeted. The trimmed mean of saved hunks was already low for
this ruleset on the training data, indicating that the change in performance
might be due to focusing too much on large but rare events. A likely cause is
that MO A is the only ruleset whose creation did not employ an automated
or interactive mechanism against this problem. When comparing the selected
rules to each other, not much has changed: RIPPER is still dominated, and
the number of missed remarks is still an order of magnitude larger for it.
For the SESSION ruleset, our mechanism counts 12 remarks as missed. We
analyzed these in detail: In six cases the remark would have been found any-
way, i.e., they are false positives. For two of these false positives, the remark
is real but not all triggers were identified, and the other four were follow-up
changes and no real remarks. This leaves six cases in which a real remark would
have been missed. Of these, two are negligible improvements. Another one is
a build script maintainability issue that would have been missed because the
respective commit was larger than 274 files. The most severe misses are three
customer-facing documentation issues/typos that would have been missed be-
cause the file containing the documentation became longer than 12170 lines.
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Fig. 9 Pareto fronts and selected rulesets, evaluated on the unseen test data. The plots
show two-dimensional projections from the seven-dimensional objective space. The gray
dots show the baseline performance of leaving out a certain percentage of records per ticket;
each dot corresponds to a percentage value, with results averaged over 100 random seeds.
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Table 12 Objective Values for the Selected Rulesets on the Unseen Test Data (see Table 10
for further descriptions).
Objectives to Minimize Objectives to Maximize
Ruleset
Compl-
exity
Feature
Count
Missed
Remark
Count
Log-
Transf.
Missed
Remarks
Saved
Record
Count
Tr.M.
Saved
Records
Per
Ticket
Saved
LOC
in Java
Files
SESSION 40 17 12 4.1 13,998 9.5 11,425
MO I 58 17 8 3.1 11,733 7.8 11,004
MO A 184 24 8 2.9 6,293 1.3 2,469
RIPPER S 200 17 539 110.1 14,166 19.2 18,784
RIPPER 342 25 456 100.9 14,294 21.2 20,338
Max. Value ∞ 52 1,940 310.7 26,968 37.8 49,199
Table 13 Relative Objective Values (i.e., Percentages of the Maximum) for the Selected
Rulesets on the Unseen Test Data. Tr.M. := trimmed mean
Objectives to Minimize Objectives to Maximize
Ruleset
Missed
Remark
Count
Log-
Transf.
Missed
Remarks
Saved
Record
Count
Tr.M.
Saved
Records
Per
Ticket
Saved
LOC
in Java
Files
SESSION 0.6% 1.3% 51.9% 25.2% 23.2%
MO I 0.4% 1.0% 43.5% 20.7% 22.4%
MO A 0.4% 0.9% 23.3% 3.5% 5.0%
RIPPER S 27.8% 35.4% 52.5% 50.8% 38.2%
RIPPER 23.5% 32.5% 53.0% 56.1% 41.3%
These misses echo the developers’ criticism of coarse rules that miss a strong
link to the importance of the changes for review (Section 8.4).
We now look at the objective values for the ruleset SESSION. It allows
skipping of 25.2% of the records per ticket (trimmed mean) and of 23.2% of
Java source code lines in reviews. According to our mechanism, this skipping
will lead to non-detection of 0.6% of the review remarks (resp. 1.3% when using
the log-transformed value). Based on the raw objective values, approximations
for profit can be calculated. As motivated in Section 4.2, these values depend
on a cost factor that determines how much more costly missing a remark
in a review is compared to reviewing a change part. A break-even value that
determines when the profit will become positive can be calculated. When using
the log-transformed remark count and the trimmed mean of saved records per
ticket, this break-even value is 726, i.e., using the ruleset has a positive profit
as long as missing a review remark is less than 726 times as costly as reviewing
a record. When using Java lines of code as the approximation of effort instead,
the profit is positive as long as missing a review remark is less than 2,793 times
as costly as reviewing a line of Java code.
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The three simple syntactic rules that were responsible for most of the sav-
ings for the SESSION ruleset on the training data are still responsible for most
of the savings on the test data. packageAndImportOnly == ’true’ is still
most influential, and whitespaceOnly == ’true’ and binary == ’true’ have
switched places, with binary being second. When using only these three rules,
the trimmed mean of saved hunks per ticket is 7.8 records/ticket. This is a
share of 82% of the value for the whole SESSION ruleset.
RQ3.4: The ruleset SESSION, and the closely related MO I, both perform
well on the unseen test data. They allow savings of more than one-fifth of
reviewed records and Java LOC. In turn, they lead to about one percent
of missed remarks. The RIPPER ruleset leads to much higher numbers of
missed remarks. MO A filters out very little on the test data.
9 Discussion and Future Work
Next, we discuss open problems of our approach, before we propose ideas for
future work in the section afterward.
9.1 Discussion
We could successfully extract data and mine useful rules, but some problems
were not yet solved to our satisfaction:
Noise. Section 8.2 describes a significant amount of noise found in the data,
due to failed assumptions of our tracing algorithm. Other problems are caused
by non-obedience to the development process, e.g., when remarks are not fixed
in the right ticket or the ticket state is not changed correctly. Noise is a sig-
nificant problem: The most relevant target for the mining process is the profit
of using the ruleset. The cost of missing a remark is magnitudes larger than
that of reviewing a change part. Therefore, the profit metric behaves similarly
to precision, which is known to be vulnerable to noise (Menzies et al, 2007).
Many potentially interesting rules might be obscured by the noise in the data.
Unknown individual costs. The cost per individual missed remark is not
known. This can lead to wrong incentives for the mining algorithm, which
might opt for a rule that leads to the oversight of one critical error instead of
another that misses two trivial issues. The same problem exists for the cost of
reviewing change parts, but this cost can at least be approximated for example
by the number of lines of code.
Reliance on Occam’s razor. Ruleset complexity is one of the algorithm’s
objectives for two reasons: (1) Simpler rules are easier to understand. (2) There
is the hope that of two competing and otherwise similar rules, the simpler one
is the better model of reality (Occam’s razor). Albeit useful, Occam’s razor
is only a heuristic that fails sometimes. An example that was criticized by
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some of the company’s developers illustrates this: The algorithm selected a
rule to ignore whitespace-only changes. This rule is straightforward, and it
is also highly successful, as there are many whitespace-only changes in Java
files that do not lead to review remarks. But in other file types, whitespace
changes are much more dangerous and remark-prone. When changes in these
files occur rarely, the “ignore whitespace-only changes” rule will seem better
than the “ignore whitespace-only changes in Java files” rule, albeit the latter
better represents the underlying domain.
Reliance on historical data. A general problem of every empirical approach
for rule creation is that the rules are built for past data. Changes in the project
structure, development processes, or other areas can make found rules obsolete.
One example is the growth in file size that led to the missed remarks described
in Section 8.5. Another example is the “isNodeModules” rule in MO I, MO A,
and SESSION, which relates to the practice of committing certain libraries
to the SCM. This practice was stopped by the development team so that the
rule will not lead to savings in the future. Besides input from domain experts,
regular re-training can help to reduce this problem.
Amplification of reviewers’ weaknesses and self-fulfilling prophecies.
If a change part does not trigger review remarks, this can have two causes:
There is no problem, or the reviewer did not find the problem. The latter
case is disputed: When there are changes in which the reviewers consistently
overlook problems, this weakness of the reviewers might be institutionalized
as a skipping rule. This rule deprives the reviewers of the remaining small
chance to find the issue. The problem could be reduced by combining a model
for skipping with the SRK model discussed in Section 4, or with a general
defect prediction model. A variant of the problem occurs when data from a
team in which skipping rules are in use is used to re-evaluate the rules: As
the reviewers did not see the change parts that are matched by the rules, they
probably left few remarks for them. So, the existing rules will look good no
matter how good they really are – a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Much ado about .. not much. A large share of the savings of the SES-
SION and MO I rulesets are due to simple syntactic rules. This leaves the
impression that similar benefits for the company could have been reaped in a
more lightweight way, without going through the hassle of extracting the re-
mark data and performing a large-scale data mining study. We can only guess
whether less noisy data would allow the extraction of less obvious high-impact
rules or whether there is just nothing to be found. Please note that the criti-
cism of the high effort applies mostly to the action research view of our study;
we still consider it worthwhile to gather and analyze empirical data in detail
from a basic research perspective.
Most of the mentioned problems are not unique to our study; they are
shared by many other repository mining studies. This might contribute to
their still relatively low use in industry.
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9.2 Implications and Future Work
We will now discuss the implications of our study and resulting ideas for future
work. For practitioners, our study implies that they should use a mechanism
to leave out unimportant change parts in reviews. Reducing the review scope
by more than 20% while missing out very few remarks is an opportunity that
should not be left untapped. But when it comes to how to establish the model
underlying this mechanism, we cannot whole-heartedly recommend practition-
ers to use repository mining as we did. Most of the savings we found are due to
simple syntactic rules, and in an environment where ‘time is money’, it seems
to be advisable to reap these low-hanging fruits and wait for research to come
up with improved approaches.
For research, in turn, our study establishes that review remark prediction
is a distinct application area in repository mining and that there is much
open work in this area. We only worked on one of the possibilities outlined in
Section 4.1, and further delving into the distinction between knowledge-based
and rule-based cognitive processing in reviews could lead to interesting results.
Like for every empirical study, replication in another setting could strengthen
the foundation of the results. But before that, it seems advisable to tackle the
open problems of our approach, most importantly the reduction of noise in
the data.
Future work should analyze whether extracting the review remarks from
the review tool repository instead of the SCM (Section 5.2) reduces noise
and leads to better results. The concept of scopes plays a major role in our
tracing algorithm (Section 5.4), but so far it is mainly based on intuition.
Is enlarging the scope as we do it the best choice, or should, for example,
physical closeness play a larger role? Being a trigger could also be based on
navigation patterns and relatedness (Baum et al, 2017b), so that it could be
better to regard a change in a calling method as a more likely trigger than a
change in the same file but far away. As some of the problems with tracing
were caused by mixing follow-up changes with real review remarks, better
identification of follow-up changes could lead to better results, and exploiting
existing refactoring detection approaches (e.g., Prete et al (2010); Biegel et al
(2011)) could be a first step in this regard. More generally, the identification
of the most likely triggers from the set of potential triggers could be regarded
as a mining problem itself. When seen in this way, things like the similarity of
a remark to the potential trigger could also be influencing factors.
As motivated in Section 4, a mechanism to shrink code changes should
ensure that the shrunk change is still understandable. We have not studied
this question in much detail, and future work should close this gap. It could,
for example, be possible to devise an “understandability hull” operator that
takes a shrunk changeset and adds change parts deemed necessary for under-
standing. The review tool would then first determine the change parts needed
as review triggers with the mechanisms described in this article and then ap-
ply the understandability hull to ensure good understandability of the shrunk
changeset.
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Instead of trying to determine the importance of change parts automati-
cally, one could build on the author to annotate its changes (D’Ambros et al,
2010a). We want to lessen the burden on the author and not mandatorily
demand such additional work, but giving the author the option to add infor-
mation about importance could augment our approach.
Other parts of the development process and the tools used in them influence
the potential to leave out change parts. The set of defects that can be found
in reviews depends on the checks that were performed before the review. For
example, knowing that the code compiled successfully indicates that the risk
of problems caused by changes in the package declaration is low. Similarly,
future advanced static analysis tools could lead to further chances to leave out
change parts in reviews.
There are cases in which a higher abstraction level than low-level SCM
changes is most relevant for review. For deletions, for example, it is mostly
relevant what file or functionality was deleted, and not the exact code that was
contained in the deleted portions. Having automatically generated summaries
of the change can help to spot problems at the optimal abstraction level and
allows skipping more low-level changes.
In the discussion, the company developers noted that the way of visual-
izing the classification of the change parts is important. The change parts
should still be openable on demand, and users want to configure what they
see. Visualization of classification results could be improved with the ideas
of Murphy-Hill and Black (2010) for interactive ambient visualization.
Besides improving the approach, it also needs more empirical validation.
This encompasses the intended effects, e.g., how much effort is saved by leaving
out the change parts, but also unintended side-effects, e.g., whether leaving
out change parts hampers the spreading of knowledge in teams.
Our study also has implications for other repository mining studies. Based
on our results, we encourage other authors to try multi-objective and inter-
active approaches to data mining when domain feedback and acceptance are
essential. The use of trimmed means over some sensible aggregate (like tick-
ets in our case) could also be beneficial in other cases. And given that many
of the more successful features in our model were found with an inductive
approach, the use of systematic theory-generating methodologies for feature
creation seems advisable for other studies, too.
10 Threats to Validity
Several limitations apply to our study. One of the central limitations stems
from being a single case study, which makes the generalizability of our results
to other contexts hard to judge. This applies to the mined data and found
rules as well as to the results of the surveys and discussion sessions. As an
example, the high savings due to leaving out changes in import statements are
probably influenced by the use of version numbers in some package names and
by a positive attitude towards refactorings, both of which might not exist in
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other contexts. To allow others to assess further similarities and differences to
their situation, we describe the context in Section 3.
Another limitation is that we did not measure the final outcomes of in-
troducing the model in practice. It is well-established that a smaller review
scope leads to better results (Baum et al, 2018a) and our results indicate
that applying the model will safe effort, but we do not measure the construct
“effort” explicitly. The validity of many other of the measured constructs de-
pends on the correctness of the mining and extraction programs. We tested
many parts of the source code with automated unit tests. For central parts,
especially in the tracing and mining algorithms, we tested to 100% branch
coverage and used mutation testing with PIT12 to ensure adequate coverage.
But as a heuristic approach, the mechanism to count the number of missed
review remarks can still fail. It might do so in two ways: identifying too many
or too few missed remarks. By manually checking a sample of the remarks, we
were able to assess the “too many” case. But the “too few” case, e.g., review
remarks that were fixed in a commit that was not correctly labeled with the
ticket number, was only assessed qualitatively.
A usual practice in data mining studies is to use repeated cross-validation
to statistically judge the quality of the results. This is not possible with our
interactive approach. Instead, we use a training set and a separate test set.
Having only one test set leads to less reliable results. On the other hand,
using a test set collected after mining is a very realistic way of performance
evaluation. To put our interactive, multi-objective mining approach in context,
we compare it to RIPPER as a baseline. In defect prediction studies, other
mining approaches outperform RIPPER (Tantithamthavorn et al, 2018). But
these approaches, like random forests, lead to opaque models that do not meet
the team’s requirements. Therefore, a rule mining approach is an adequate
baseline.
Various threats apply to the opinions gathered from the developers. In the
interactive evaluations sessions, the participants needed more time than ini-
tially expected to understand the system, as they were overwhelmed by the
current UI of the system. This limited the amount of feedback that could be
gathered in the available time. The opinions on the mined rulesets were gath-
ered directly before the discussion session. As some of the presented rules were
clearly sub-optimal, this might have put some developers in a negative mood
for the discussion. Another threat here is reactivity, in particular, because the
researcher presenting the approach and the rules was also a colleague.
For the analysis of the qualitative data, we used best practices from qual-
itative data analysis, like transcribing the audio recordings and performing
several passes of open coding. Still, having only one coder amplifies the risk
of researcher bias.
To allow others to judge this and other potential biases, we make the
session transcripts available as part of the online appendix. All other raw data
is also made available, albeit we anonymized the dataset to protect confidential
12 http://pitest.org
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company data. With an interactive data mining approach like ours, it is not
sufficient to make the data mining algorithms and scripts available to allow
others to double-check or recreate the results. Therefore, we also provide logs
of the interactive sessions as an audit trail.
11 Related Work
The notion of cognitive support code review tools was proposed by Baum and
Schneider (2016). It is based on the hypothesis that reducing the cognitive
load (Paas and Van Merrie¨nboer, 1994) of reviewers will improve review per-
formance. An experimental assessment of aspects of this hypothesis can be
found in Baum et al (2018a). Positive effects of reducing the review size are
also discussed in other works (e.g., Raz and Yaung (1997); Rigby et al (2012);
Rigby and Bird (2013)). In Section 4 we also use another theory from cognitive
psychology, the SRK taxonomy that divides human cognitive processing into
three modes that differ in the degree of automation and efficiency of process-
ing (Rasmussen, 1983). A general analysis of the utility of these and other
theories for software engineering research is performed by Walenstein (2003).
SZZ (S´liwerski et al, 2005) is the standard algorithm for tracing defect
fixes to the introducing changes in defect prediction studies. Kim et al (2006)
proposed a variant of this algorithm that reduces the noise in the extracted
data. Like our tracing algorithm for review remarks, they skip changes that
cannot be a cause/trigger. The problem of noise in defect prediction is studied
by Kim et al (2011).
Review remark prediction is not the same as defect prediction: A change
part might contain a defect that does not lead to a review remark, and the
different assumptions during tracing also lead to differences in the raw data
(see Section 5.5). Still, review remark prediction and defect prediction are
related. Defect prediction and repository mining are vast research areas, so we
can not provide an exhaustive overview of the literature.
Our algorithm classifies at the level of change parts. Most defect prediction
studies work at a coarser granularity, e.g., predicting defect proneness for whole
changes (also called “just-in-time” prediction) or for methods, files or compo-
nents. An early study to predict the risk of a software change was performed
by Mockus and Weiss (2000) at Bell Labs. Shihab et al (2012) use input from
industrial developers to assess the risk of changes. One of the problems of our
study is that we consider the severity of the review remarks only to a limited
degree. Shihab et al (2011) tackle a similar problem for just-in-time defect
prediction and study “high impact” fixes. Results of just-in-time prediction
at Google were disappointing (Lewis et al, 2013), but Tan et al (2015)’s case
study at Cisco and especially Nayrolles and Hamou-Lhadj (2018)’s case study
at Ubisoft show that an elaborated approach can bring just-in-time defect pre-
diction to industrial usefulness. Further examples of defect prediction studies
with change granularity are Kim et al (2008), Kamei et al (2013), Shivaji et al
(2013), and Soltanifar et al (2016). Ray et al (2016) show that the entropy of
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code is related to its defect density and go down to the level of single lines.
Results of Pascarella et al (2018), when re-evaluating a study by Giger et al
(2012), indicate that the current state of the art of method-level defect pre-
diction does not lead to results that are satisfying in practice. Shippey (2015)
analyzes the relation of AST patterns to defective and non-defective methods.
He finds associations for defective methods, but not for non-defective methods.
We argue that the meta-parameters of many data mining techniques are
hard to interpret for domain experts. Other researchers (e.g., Tantithamtha-
vorn et al (2018)) use automatic approaches to optimize these meta-parameters.
Arisholm et al (2010) criticize that often used evaluation measures like pre-
cision and recall do not directly relate to cost-effectiveness. As Kamei et al
(2010) show, effort-aware evaluation of models leads to different conclusions.
A benefit of our approach is that it is easy to include domain-specific evalua-
tion measures. Our decision to go for a multi-objective mining technique was
encouraged by Fu et al (2018)’s promising results with DART, which can be
regarded as an ensemble of rules created with a multi-objective approach. Fur-
ther studies on defect prediction are surveyed by Hall et al (2012), Radjenovic´
et al (2013), and Malhotra (2015).
Review remarks can relate not only to defects but also to other quality
problems. These, too, can be found with data mining, for example like Fontana
et al (2015) who predict code smells.
In our study, we focus on ways to support the reviewer. Another avenue
to improve code reviews is to create automated review agents (Chan, 2001),
i.e., programs that directly create review remarks. Just-in-time defect predic-
tion is one possibility to create such automated reviewers (Rosen et al, 2015;
Fejzer et al, 2015; Nayrolles and Hamou-Lhadj, 2018). Another possibility is
to use results from static analysis (Brothers et al, 1990; Belli and Crisan,
1997; Farchi and Harrington, 2006; Henley et al, 2018). Automated reviewers
can already work during check-in (Tarvo et al, 2013; Baum, 2015) or even in
parallel to development (Madhavan and Whitehead Jr, 2007). In Section 4 we
discuss sorting change parts by their importance for review. Similar ideas have
been studied by other researchers, e.g., by Lumpe et al (2012). The idea to
focus reviewing on “sections where finding defects is really worthwhile” can
already be found in Gilb and Graham (1993, p. 74), albeit they relate more to
the severity of defects and not to the probability of finding them. Begel and
Vrzakova (2018) study eye movements of reviewers and find that developers
focus on relevant portions instead of the entire text, which supports our idea
of automatically classifying parts as irrelevant. Huang et al (2018) propose
a machine learning approach to identify the ‘salient class’ in a change, i.e.,
the class whose change is at the core of the commit. This could be a further
criterion to rate the importance of code changes for review. The idea to leave
out lines of lesser importance to improve understanding has been studied in
the context of end-user programming by Athreya and Scaffidi (2014).
Our approach is bottom-up and empirically determines change parts that
are irrelevant for review. Other researchers instead start by assuming that cer-
tain types of changes are irrelevant. Refactorings are one such type, and Ge
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et al (2017) propose to use refactoring detection in code reviews. Thangthu-
machit et al (2011) use refactoring detection to improve the understandability
of source code changes. Going beyond refactorings, Kim et al (2013) describe
how to discover systematic code changes and Zhang et al (2015) propose a tool
to interactively match systematic changes in code reviews. Simple syntactic
rules (e.g., whitespace and import statements) are responsible for a large part
of the savings with the selected rulesets. Similar results could be obtained by
using semantic or otherwise improved diff algorithms (Apiwattanapong et al,
2004; Fluri et al, 2007; Yu et al, 2011; Kawrykow and Robillard, 2011).
We study the importance of change parts for review. Other aspects of
review data have also been assessed in data mining studies: For example,
Gerede and Mazan (2018) predict at the coarse granularity of whole patches
whether they will lead to review remarks. Padberg et al (2004) predict the
defect content after reviews and Kononenko et al (2015) study factors that
influence review quality in Firefox subprojects. Bird et al (2015) have deployed
a code review analytics platform at Microsoft, which could also be useful to
determine irrelevant change parts. It was used by Bosu et al (2015) to develop
a model to distinguish useful review remarks from less useful ones (i.e., noise).
We use a multi-objective rule mining meta-heuristic and domain feedback
to create comprehensible rules. With the same goal, Vandecruys et al (2008)
use the AntMiner+ meta-heuristic for mining. Other researchers use a two-
step process: First, a black box model is learned, and as a second step this
model is transformed into a comprehensible model (Moeyersoms et al, 2015).
Still another approach is to create explanations for the model’s decision upon
request (Tan et al, 2015; Dam et al, 2018). Multi-objective meta-heuristics
were also used in other software engineering studies, often based on genetic
algorithms. They are used for the model creation itself (De Carvalho et al,
2010; Chen et al, 2018), but also for feature selection (Chen et al, 2017) or
model refinement (Canfora et al, 2015; Xia et al, 2016; Ryu and Baik, 2016).
There are also studies that explicitly incorporate iterative human feedback,
e.g., to determine patterns for implicit coding rules (Matsumura et al, 2002),
common defects (Williams and Hollingsworth, 2005) and requirements tracing
links (Hayes et al, 2006).
12 Conclusion
We performed a case study in a medium-sized software company. In it, we
analyze ways to use repository mining to identify the importance of change
parts for code review and to improve code review efficiency based on this in-
formation. We propose that information on change part importance can help
the reviewer to reach code review goals more efficiently by: (1) Leaving out
change parts that neither trigger review remarks nor are needed for under-
standing, (2) highlighting change parts that the reviewer should review in a
higher cognitive mode than he or she normally would, or (3) order change
parts from the most likely to the least likely remark trigger, as long as this
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order is still easily understandable. We focus on (1) in the article and take
the point of view that a slight decrease in found remarks is acceptable when
offset by a large saving in effort, i.e., when the overall profit is positive. We
gather data to predict change part importance from software repositories. Re-
view remarks can be extracted either from code review repositories or from
review commits in the SCM. We focus on the latter and propose an algorithm
to associate review remarks with potential triggers. The algorithm finds these
triggers by tracing back in history, expanding the search scope if no match-
ing trigger could be found with the smaller scope. To compare that algorithm
to a simpler alternative, we compare it with the SZZ tracing approach. For
60% of the review remarks, using SZZ to trace remarks to triggers would lead
to entirely different results. The majority of differences is caused by not en-
larging the search scope when no trigger is found among the commits of the
ticket under review. We gather requirements for the prediction model from
the company’s development team. The most important requirements from the
team are that the model provokes as few missed review remarks as possible,
does not lead to additional waiting time in the review and is transparent to
and checked by the team. To satisfy these requirements, we use an interac-
tive, multi-objective rule mining approach. We compare it to RIPPER as a
baseline. When assuming that missing a review remark is much more costly
than reviewing a change part, the results of the multi-objective rule mining
algorithm are better than those obtained with RIPPER. The results obtained
with user interaction are better in the regions of the objective space that were
focused on by the user, i.e., complexity and broad ticket coverage, and they
show fewer signs of overfitting to the training set. The ruleset obtained by
our interactive multi-objective approach was also rated best by the developers
among the studied alternatives. On the test set, the finally selected ruleset
allows savings of 25.2% of the reviewed change part records per ticket and
of 23.2% of the Java source lines. In turn, it leads to about one percent of
missed remarks. Despite these good results, there are several remaining prob-
lems. Some of the developers show a general opposition to the idea of leaving
out change parts in reviews. And about 80% of the savings were due to three
simple syntactic rules, which does not reap the full potential of a data mining
approach. Reduction of noise in the input data could lead to better results. All
in all, we hope that our work is a useful first step on review remark prediction
that will be improved upon by future work.
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